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THE opportunities for the man or

woman who can produce advertising

art—art with a ^SELLING PUNCH:
are so definitely large the artist can

virtually write his or her own ticket.

And this demand has increased every

year. It is a vocation that offers most

interesting work with attractive money

returns.

Study this book—digest the mformation

it imparts. Men of wide experience in

this special field have lent their efforts

to make it genuinely interesting









Three views among the private

studios at Meyer Both Company.

Many of our "top notch" artists

ivork in private studios.
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Who is Meyer Both Company?
The Meyer Both Company is a commercial art and publishing

organization, the most widely known establishment of its kind,

located in the city of Chicago, and transacting business throughout
the United States, Canada, England and Australia. We have been
in this business over twenty-three years. Prior to the inception
of the Department of Art Instruction, many of our best artists were
trained in our own studios. We employ over one hundred artists

in our own art department—an array of talent including many of the

"topnotch" artists of the profession.

Three hundred of the leading advertisers are our customers

Three thousand of the foremost retail stores of the United States and
Canada are our regular customers.

Fifteen hundred of the leading newspapers in the United States and
Canada are our regular customers. We produce and sell each year over
15,000 commercial drawings. Where can you match this experience?

To anyone living in a town of 15,000 inhabitants or over, we
will furnish the name of a newspaper or merchant who is our cus-

tomer. He will gladly tell you who the Meyer Both Company is.

Listen to his opinion of our service. You will then realize our ability

to train you for this profession. The extensive clientele served by the

Meyer Both Company is convincing evidence of their enviable position

in the commercial art field.

The training we offer you in our Department of Art Instruc-

tion is a training we would want you to have if you were coming
into our own studio as one of our artists. We offer you what is

recognized, professionally, as the most modern, practical and com-
prehensive contribution that has ever been made to the field of

advertising art—at a price not possible were it conceived purely as

a mercantile issue.

Meyer Both Company Expansion

A most significant development in advertising art service has
recently been brought about by the consolidation of the Charles

Everett Johnson interests and the Grauman Studios with the

Meyer Both Company. The Grauman Studios and Charles Everett

Johnson with his associate artists, serving advertising agencies

throughout the entire country, have been responsible for the art

expression of many of the most distinguished national advertising

campaigns



Here Is the Key of the Whole
Commercial Art Question

Weigh it carefully — remember you can get out of the course

only what goes into it.

Advertising constantly progresses. Though less than fifty

years old as a definite business, advertising has become a dominant

element in the wonderful expansion of science, commerce and in-

dustry. Like the current of a river,

it moves ever forward— to remain

still means stagnation. Commercial
Art as one of the great factors of

modern advertising moves forward

with advertising progress. We be-

lieve this fact in itself explains why
so comparatively few successful art-

ists have been produced by the

numerous art schools existing

throughout the country.

Today's successful artist can-

not retire on his present knowledge
—and long be a successful teacher—
because his practices so quickly fall

behind the ever forward step of

commercial art.

(You can easily prove the point

by turning to a current magazine

—

then to one five years old and then

to one ten years old. Note how the

use of art in advertising has pro-

gressed.)

We realized the fallacy of past

teaching methods. It was brought
home to us doubly strong through
our employment and trying out of

hundreds of artists in our own art

department during the past twenty years. Though the fundament-

als of art remain the same— the use of them in advertising is in

constant flux.

Exhibit of Meyer
Both Art Work for

three of the largest

firms in the world in

their respective
lines.
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And so to learn commercial art it is vitally necessary to obtain

your guidance — your personal instruction from today's activities

and from instructors who are "in the current of progress" and ex-

perienced teachers as well. Meyer Both Company as the largest

commercial art "clearing house" in the world, offers this great

progressive contact to students. It is as though you were taken
"into the firm" by the leading people in the very profession you
chose. You are guided by the foremost organization—actually

producing and selling in the largest way the very thing they claim
to teach. The Meyer Both business—the College—the instruct-

ors—all woven into a unit—all under one roof—all working to-

gether to the same end—continued leadership ! You get your in-

struction and guidance right "hot off the fire." We have no widely
scattered, hence ineffective, advisory board. No glamour. No
leaning on past or performance of others.

The Meyer Both organization is complete and dominant with-

in itself. It "stands on its own legs." Here you get direct contact
with the great pulse of today's movement in the commercial art

field. Where else can you get it, and how can you become a suc-

cessful commercial artist without it?

Every advertising Illustration appearing in this

book has been produced either by Meyer Both art-

ists or Meyer Both students.

As a prospective student, this means much to you. Every illustration is

visible evidence—tangible proof—of our qualifications for conducting a course in

commercial art. The prospective student will attach much significance to the

fact that we have used only products of our own organization instead of soliciting

contributions from outside sources to add "color," atmosphere and variety. It

eliminates any possibility of doubt as to the reputation and stability enjoyed by
us in the Commercial Art world and as to our capacity for offering you the utmost

for your money in practical art instruction. You will agree that an organization

that can compile within the covers of this book, the volume and variety of illustra-

tions herein shown, is in position to give you the practical instruction and vital

information necessary to use art in a commercial sense. In this connection,

it is worthy to note that no other school is an active part of so widely a known
Commercial Art Organization.

In order to show you the greatest possible variety of work in so limited a
space, a number of the illustrations have been many times reduced. We would
like to have you analyze the drawings contained in this book from an advertiser's

vantage point.



You will recall seeing these beautiful posters. They were drawn by William C. Both,
recognized as one of the leading fashion illustrators in the country. Vou would be willing
to pay almost any price to receive your instruction in fashion illustrating direct from Mr.
Both—would you not? This opportunity is yours—Mr. Both has written what is widely
recognized by artists and students as well, the most practical treatise that has ever been- com-
piled in this important branch of illustrating.
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Commercial Art Compared with Art

for Art s Sake
We haven't the least intent to depreciate Art for Art's sake. Commercial

Art requires thinking in selling terms and ideas. In addition to the artistic,

it possesses eye appeal, emphasizing the merit and quality of the thing it

portrays. It requires handling pen and ink, crayon, water color, or what-

ever medium we are using, to fit the reproducing process. Commercial

drawings are all reproduced on the press by various processes.

In other words, a Commercial Drawing must have SELLING VALUE
AND REPRODUCING VALUE.

Fine Art has no regard, whatever, for these values. The aim is entirely

for artistic effect. If a person has the time, money and inclination. Fine Art

is very interesting. It would be unfair to represent it otherwise. Financial

success and reputation are very remote. Only a very few realize either.

The work of the great artist in fine art many times gains reputation and

begins to sell for good prices after the artist is dead. The Commercial Artist

receives full value on completion of his or her work. Fine Art is a luxury.

Commercial Art a business necessity, a commodity. The objective of Fine

Art is "Art for Art's Sake"; of commercial art, "Art with a Selling Punch."

Much of the advancement made in Art in the last twenty-five years in America

has been made through Commercial Art, and there is as much ability in Com-

mercial Art today as there is in Fine Art. The next twenty-five years will

see a greater advance and a still greater demand for

Commercial Art.

Why Meyer Both Company Conducts

A Department of Art Instruction

A Meyer Both training has always been a great

asset to a Commercial Artist. Meyer Both artists have

been and are in demand everywhere in the United

States.

The leading Commercial Studios are always short

of artists. Apprenticeship system of training has not

kept pace with the increasing demand for artists. The

shortage grows greater every year.

We have tried to use students from fine art schools

and so called Commercial Art Schools, but it frequently

has taken longer to qualify them for our profession

than it does to qualify one without this previous

training.

Many have been taught fine art composition and

handling of mediums for fine art effect only. It becomes necessary to un-

teach them, as they must learn Commercial Composition and handling mediums

for reproduction. .

We, like every commercial art firm, must either secure artists trained

in another Commercial studio or train them ourselves. We have always

Reproductions of full

pages in color as pro-

duced for the catalog of

C. D. Peacock & Co

—

one of the oldest and
largest jewelers in the

country.
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found it difficult to obtain an artist not trained by ourselves, who could

handle MEYER BOTH requirements of Commercial Art.

Apprenticeship has many unsatisfactory features, not only for us but for

the apprentice as well. In the first place it takes too long. The apprentice

can be given little personal attention. The artists are all busy and dislike

to be bothered. The apprentice, to a large degree, shifts for himself and

picks up what he can.

The salary is small and frequently the apprentice is more hindrance than

help. Many whom we would like to have
trained were not in financial circumstances to

give up their time and a larger income in

some other line while serving apprenticeship.

Because of this, much good talent was not

available.

When the apprentice shows ability in any
of the several special branches of the pro-

fession, he is put to work. Possibly the letter

artist has favored him with some special

attention and he develops in lettering first.

He is started as a letter artist and there he

remains, though he might have developed
into a much better fashion artist, or general

illustrator. The MEYER BOTH system of

training gives the artist a thorough working
knowledge of all branches. We find what
particular branch of the profession the in-

dividual student is best suited to handle.

He then serves himself and the advertiser

with 100 per cent of his ability.

The primary purpose of the course was to

eliminate the apprenticeship system of train-

ing in our own studios. It was intended, originally, for use solely within the
Meyer Both organization. In fact, it was only after considerable influence
had been brought to bear by men outside of our organization who were
directly interested in the development of thoroughly and practically trained
Commercial Artists, that we were prevailed upon to establish a College of
Commercial Art.

The course represents the product of the experience and talent of the
most widely known Art Organization in America. The compilation, organiza-
tion and correlation of subject matter, directed by some of the leading special-
ists in the country, who were and now are in the employ of the MEYER
BOTH organization, required four years of strenuous effort and an expendi-
ture of approximately $60,000.

Why the Name ^

'Meyer Both" was Chosen
We conduct this Department of Art Instruction under our own name.

This is the "acid test" of sincerity. The reputation of the MEYER BOTH
COMPANY is international, the result of many vears of conscientious service
to our patrons; and in the MEYER BOTH COURSE we stake this reputation
as proof of our sincerity of purpose.

OPPORTUNirr

An Under-muslin Catalog cover.



Infants and Cfiildren's

Wear arid c^ccessories

Spring and Summer *

Caiakx,ueJ^29l

Inmnts aTid C/i^/Jren's

Wear and cAcce^ries

Spring and Sv^

MARSHAIL HELJJ & COMPANY
MARSHALLlflEID & COMPANY

It is an advantage to you to study under the same brains and

experience that "made good" for firms lil<e these.



You know these advertisers—we wish we could show you the original drawings

in colors—they were all drawn by the same artists, who now lend

you the benefits of their experience.

^
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Who are Your Instructors?
The Meyer Both Organization is your instructor. This big throbbing

business personality which dominates its field of art and public service through
ability to produce results has made it possible for you to secure a thorough
knowledge of the things which have put this organization at the top of the
profession—a fund of inside information which has produced many of today's
"topnotch" commercial artists and which ordinarily could not be purchased
at any price. Where else could you receive so resultful a training?

Character and Method of Instruction
The first requisite of good teaching is knowledge of the subject. In order

to teach commercial art, it is first necessary to know commercial art. While
your lessons have been prepared by specialists, we wish to place the emphasis
where it belongs—on the character of criticism and advice furnished by those

who actually criticize your work. Good texts and illustrated charts are essen-

tial but they are only the foundation. Of far greater weight is the experience

and skill of those who in fad as well as in name, direct and supervise your work
—your instructors. It is imperative that your instruction come out of the

workshop of successful experience—that it be based on sound practice and
correct educational principles rather than speculative theory—that your in-

structors possess a broad and up-to-the-minute knowledge of their subject

—

a breadth of view such as can only be acquired by direct and continuous con-

tact with the field.

Our instruction department is not composed of unorganized, inactive staffs^
advisory or reference in character, nor are your instructions given by "proxy."

Our college department is the only institution that is an integral part of a dominant
commercial art organization, thereby offering the student a direct, broad and pro-

gressive contact with the actual field of advertising art which other schools are not

in position to give.

Please grasp the meaning of having your instructors, contributors, critics

and directors working under the same roof in constant touch with one another.

Only from so intimate an association can come so effective a co-ordination in the

presentation of a course in which there is a logical connection or "tieup" between

the successive lessons and a progressive development of the subject with a min-
imum of "lost motion." The field of advertising illustrating is in a state of

constant fiux; what is novel today becomes trite and commonplace tomorrow. It

is, therefore, vital that your instructors be in constant touch with the pulse and
trend of the advertising world. This will explain to you just why our course is

recognized by leaders of the profession as the most modern, practical and compre-

hensive contribution that has ever been made to the fiield of advertising art.

When the instructor receives your work he goes over every drawing separately,

marking your mistakes. He picks up his dictaphone, talks to you as he would
talk to you personally, tells you where your mistakes are, why there are mistakes,

how to correct them, and then gives a general comment on your work. If any part

of your lesson is below grade, you are asked to do the work over and to submit it

for further criticism.

1 he results of twenty-three years of successful experience are at stake in the

success of this course. You may, therefore, be assured that your instructions will

be as we have outlined—personal, and not of the "rubber stamp" or "slot machine"

variety.
16



Advertising Theory Taught
Bear in mind that the Meyer Both Company, the largest operators of

their kind, are not only a Commercial Art organization, but are an Adver-

tising Service organization as well. They conceive and execute many ad-

vertising campaigns from idea to finished product.

In connection with their wide clientele, they have developed many
phases of advertising that have become a vogue in the last several years.

Though we do not term our studies, "A Course in Art and Advertising"

—

it is just that from many standpoints. In short, we treat the entire subject

of Commercial Art in its direct relation to the advertising subject. Adver-
tising has arrived to a point where at least 95 per cent of the ads are illustrated.

The effective, forceful feature of every ad is the illustration. Much of the

lettering in ads is the work of the commercial artist.

Thus it would be impossible to offer one a thorough training as a com-
mercial artist without covering the advertising phase in

every way necessary to give the student a thorough
conception of Commercial Art in its direct relation to the

subject of advertising.

Liking to Draw, the Only Requisite

As you glance over the pages of this book, the

thought may occur to you
—

"This is all very interesting,

but it represents the work of those who have infinitely

more talent than I have." If space permitted us to give

you a history of the development of Meyer Both Company
from a small and struggling one room office, to the most
widely known Commercial Art Organization in the world

within a period of twenty-three years, it would not only

prove an inspiration to you but would dispel any doubt
as to whether or not you could develop as an advertising

artist. This history would be replete with examples of

raw apprentices who later blossomed forth as advertising

artists of the highest rank, serving the needs of many of

America's most fastidious and exacting buyers of art,

and earning salaries running well up in the five figure

mark.

If you like to draw, that is all that is necessary to

qualify for our course of training. It is not a question of

how well you draw now, but of how well you like to draw.

We frequently have people coming to us who like to draw, but who do not
draw well because of lack of training. One of the most successful students of

the Meyer Both College is a man 38 years of age who had never previously

taken any art lessons, and who had never completed his grammar school

training. "An ounce of talent and a pound of energy in the long run will

accomplish more than a pound of talent and an ounce of energy." Genius,

after all, is little more than unflinching and well-directed effort, actuated by
an ambition that knows not failure.
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To the Art Student or Ambitious Commercial Artist

The course is adapted not only to the needs of the beginner but to those
who have had previous training, as well as to the ambitious commercial artist
earning less than $6,000.00 per year. In less than two and a half years 1 142
students who had previously studied in other art schools, enrolled with the
Meyer Both Company. Why?

You can easily call to mind a half dozen "top-notch" artists who stand
head and shoulder above the ordinary artist. Why? Because of their
superior ability in making head and figure drawings.

These men may have studied in various art schools. They probably
have read innumerable books on art, but they did not get
"that something" which placed them above the average from
any of these sources. In fact, they had to forget much that
they learned from these sources before they could get where
they are today. They devised their own methods of working.
Careful analysis of their work shows that they arrived at

results through the use of a definitely formed plan of operation.

How to develop "that something" has never before been
offered in any art school. Master commercial artists as a rule

either do not care to take time to convert their knowledge
into definite instruction form, or possibly do not have the
faculty of instructing in a simple, understandable manner.
These instructions are now offered by our organization for the
good of the profession, and with the purpose of elevating

commercial art to a higher plane.

Not a single person in the commercial art profession, or
who is considering taking up this profession, can afford to miss
this instruction.

Money Spent in Advertising

Few people have any idea of the vast sum of money spent every year
for advertising.

They do not realize how eagerly advertisers seek resultful illustrations

and how liberally they pay for them.
An advertising publication in a recent issue, estimates the amount spent

for advertising in one year in the United States alone is $700,000,000.

The amount spent for advertising space on a lineage basis alone, in

seventy-eight of the leading magazines of the United States exceeds $55,000,-

000.00 each year. The total was actually more than this because of the

additional amount charged for two-color, three-color, and four-color pages.

Between 97 per cent and 99 3-10 per cent of the advertising matter ap-

pearing in each publication was illustrated, thus indicating the great sum
spent for commercial art.

One full page space in the Saturday Evening Post in black and white, at

the time this article was written, cost the advertiser for one week only,

$7,000.00. The inside front or back cover in two colors, one week only,

$7,500.00. The outside back cover in two colors, one week only, $10,000.00.

The double center page space in two colors for one week only, $15,000.00.



The Bed Time Oran
The Health Basket—

every home should have
one always filled.

You'll probably recognize the artist in this luscious portrayal of nature's choicest bounties—at least

vou have seen his work repeatedly in national publications. The still life illustrations of Charles Everett
Johnson are recognized everywhere as exemplifying the finest artistry in their field. Mr. Johnson is an
active art force in the Aleyer Both organization. As you study the pages of this book you will appreciate
that Meyer Both instruction is based on successful fact,—not mere speculative theory nor idle fancy.

Sunkist drawing reproduced by courtesy of California Fruit Growers Association; Diamond Walnut
drawing reproduced by courtesy of California Walnut Growers Association and Lord & Thomas.



ARMSTRQ
INDUSTRIAL FINISMES

A snappy cover design, poster effect, executed by Wallace D.
Tate, a Meyer Both student. As a result of his training, Mr.
Tate was placed into an excellent position by our service depart-
ment before completion of his course.
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You will readily understand why the advertiser does not object to paying

as much as $1 ,000.00 for a single drawing, to put on these pages, if the drawing

has the right selling appeal.

Failure to use an illustration that will bring maximum returns, wastes

not only the price paid for the drawing, but also the $6,000 to $1 5,000 paid for

the space as well.

Opportunity in the Commercial Art Profession

There are three main reasons why there is a shortage of real Commercial
Artists.

First, only a small percentage of people like to draw. No doubt, the

figures will surprise you, unless you are in position to appreciate our statement.

We believe we are conservative when we say that one person in five hundred
likes to draw. We are not saying that only this small number can learn to

draw well; we mean that only one in five hundred has a natural liking for

drawing. We frequently have people coming to us who like to draw but do
not draw well because of lack of training. Very often they develop far

greater ability than a person who has had previous training. It is the liking

to draw, or undeveloped talent that counts. If you have at any time spent a

considerable portion of your time in drawing, that is positive evidence of

latent talent. Whether you possess the latent talent of a genius or just

average talent, the reward is suf^ciently great if you will only develop your
ability in a practical way.

The second reason for the shortage of Commercial Artists is that Com-
mercial Art as a profession is not taught in the Colleges and Universities,

and in our opinion, based upon experience in employing artists, the resident

art schools do not teach commercial art. We do not believe that they are in

position to do so. Our reason for this belief will be explained fully on a

following page.

The third reason is that Commercial Art

is a comparatively new profession and the

demand for practically trained artists is

rapidly increasing. Advertising has come to

the forefront within the last twenty-five

years, and within that period of time has

revolutionized the methods of distribution of

the world's commodities. Commercial Art
is today a business necessity, an every day
commercial commodity.

To summarize

:

Commercial Art is a profession that not

every one is learning, because few people like

to draw and the schools are not teaching it.

The result is a limited number of available

artists with practical training to meet the

constantly increasing demand for commercial art.

We believe that you now understand the commercial art situation and
that you will recognize in this field your opportunity. Never was the time

more opportune to break into the commercial art profession than NOW

!
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A 24-sheet poster. The original was
in full colors.
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Bold advertising display by one of America's boldest advertisers and a Meyer Both Co. client.

Includes lettering, illustration and some mechanical phases, which you can efficiently

learn in the Meyer Both Course.
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These Kerce-Arrows/>/ow 7o miks
to reach snow-bound mountain towns
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HUVY DUTY MOIORTRUCKS

Above are reproductions of ful! page illustrations appearing in leading publications. You recognize the advertisers. You will

agree that an organization that commands the confidence of such well-known national advertisers must have a
splendid foundation on which to build a course in commercial illustrating-

Remington drawing reproduced by courtesy of advertiser and The Caples Advertising Agency.
Pet Milk drawing reproduced by courtesy of advertiser and Gardner Advertising Company.
Pierce-Arrow drawing reproduced by courtesy of advertiser and Henri Hurst and McDonald

Alaska Cork Insulated Refrigerator drawing reproduced by courtesy of advertiser and Henri Hurst and McDonald.
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Never before was there such an opportunity to gain a commercial art

education from a school created and perfected by an organization which has

developed leadership by the very formulas they now propose to teach you.

Will there be a Demand for Commercial Artists

in Five or Ten Years?
As well it would be, to ask the question

—
"Will business continue to do

business in five or ten years?" America is still the land of opportunity. With
vast stores of natural resources still untouched and large areas still 'thinly

populated, within another generation America will provide shelter and sus-

tenance for an additional thirty or forty million people. Within the present

generation we shall see an era in expansion in trade and industry as never

before. Advertising, with its complement, commercial illustration, will be

the great accelerating force as America grows and builds.

Will there be an opportunity for a commercial artist in five or ten years?

Yes, there will be an opportunity and wise is the man or woman who takes

advantage of this opportunity NOW.
Rather ask yourself the question, "Can I afford not to be a commercial

artist."

Commercial Art Compared with Other Professions
You can enter the commercial art profession without a sacrifice of a

fortune or even without a sacrifice of a great deal of your time. A rare

privilege, is it not?

If you were to enter the legal or medical profession, you would be re-

quired to give up from four to six years of your time, while attending a college

or university. It would cost from $2,000 to $4,000 in money, depending on

how well you wish to live. After college, it would be necessary to spend

several years waiting for a practice, with little or no income.

To enter the commercial art profession through The Meyer Both system of

training, it is unnecessary to sacrifice any of your time or present earning

capacity. Your preparation is made at home in your spare time without

interfering in the least with your present position, and can be completed within

eighteen to twenty months, depending upon how much spare time you have

and how rapidly you work.

The cost is little, as your tuition is very small as compared with four years

of training in a college or university. A number of our students earn several

times the cost of the course from the sale of drawings before they have com-

pleted our training In many cases the course did not cost the student a

single penny.
When you have finished your training it is not necessary to wait several

years for an income as in medicine or law.

According to statistics of insurance companies, secured when this article

was being written, the average income of lawyers in the United States was just

a trifle over $1,000.00 a year. The average income of doctors in the United

States was just a trifle less than $1,000.00 a year.

The average starting salary of a Meyer Both graduate is $40.00 a week.

This rate will amount to $2,080.00 per year, or over one hundred percent

more than the average doctor or lawyer's yearly income.



Our figures on your earning capacity are conservative and only represent

what you could expect at the beginning of your career.

Does it mean anything to you to avoid spending from four to six years of

the best part of your life in preparation?

Is this the opportunity for which you have been looking? It is if you
like to draw. We believe you do, otherwise this book would not be in your
hands and you would not have read this far The Commercial Art profession

is a business necessity, the demand ever increasing, the reward is great.

What are you going to do with your talent? Waste it or develop it? It is for you
to decide.

Opportunities Equally Open to Men and Women
We would be glad to have every woman reader of this book take special

notice of what we say here.

Women are rapidly coming into prominence in this modern commercial
world. But there is one very noticeable condition regarding business positions

occupied by women. They usually receive less pay than a man would receive

for exactly the same service. Women often render more valuable service

than men in certain positions and yet receive less for it. For example, women
teachers frequently receive less pay than men teachers. Men clerks in stores

receive more money than women in the same positions. Women in office

positions receive less than men. In the legal, medical and dental professions

opportunity for men seems to be much greater than for women, because of sex.

Commercial Art is the one profession where a woman has an equal chance
with a man. If a woman can produce just as good a commercial drawing as

a man, she receives just as much money for it. To some branches of the

profession women seem to be better adapted than men—ladies' fashion illus-

trating and designing, application of historic ornament, designing book
covers, letter-heads, border designs, interior illustrations, etc.

Marriage need not interfere with your continuing this profession. You
can work in your own little studio right at home. While the married woman
probably would not have as much time to devote to this

work, she should be able to make anywhere from
$75.00 to $150.00 per month in spare time. If you are

married or if you intend to marry, do not let this

interfere with your entering this profession. The Art
field needs you and the particular atmosphere of

drawings made by women artists. You will never find

an opportunity to make more money or to make it

more pleasantly.

It will make these comments more graphic if we
add that we have women artists in our employ to whom
we pay $100.00 per week and up—and are looking for

more of equal ability.

OPPORTUntTY

Ske them 12<^
along' with you!

A display card for dealers.

Conservative Estimate of Earning Capacity
after Completing the Course

We have previously stated the purpose of this course of training is to

carry the student beyond the apprenticeship period. Upon completion of the
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course and passing the final examination, the student is worth not less than
$40.00 per week at the start and some have started for double this amount.

Those who do not fully appreciate the opportunity in this profession and
the completeness and thoroughness of this course of training, might consider

this statement a little overdrawn, but our figures are based on actual results.

After one year from the time you accept your first position, if you
have worked faithfully and conscientiously, your progress should bring you
a substantial increase in earning. After two years of the same careful

effort you should be earning $100.00 per week or more. Your field is

unlimited. The Commercial Art field needs many more good artists than it

now has. You will understand that we are conservative in

our figures when ^^ou consider the fact that there are com-
mercial artists who are making as high as $50,000 per year.

"delicious in Winter too—"

Commercial Art Compared with

Cartooning
No doubt some of our readers have had in mind

iarge'^manufaaur°^^^^ cartooning as a profession. The Meyer Both Course
The subject of re-touching is ex- tcachcs the principles of artistic draftsmanship as applied

BoTcoiiege'cL'urse"
""' ^"^" to Commercial Art. The principles of artistic draftsman-

ship are the same in cartooning as in Commercial Art,

but in employing this ability to draw well, to the drawing
of cartoons, one will experience certain difficulties, which
we will proceed to explain.

You may learn how to draw well enough to be a good
cartoonist as far as drawing is concerned, but you are not
yet a cartoonist, and you never will be unless you possess

the ability to think up ideas, independent of all outside

influences, which will interest, or amuse and entertain the

public.

It is the ideas that make the cartoonist. The figure or

Reproduction of a display card objcct in a cartoon must be created as a mental picture in

showing how lettering, perspec- the cattoonist's mind bcforc he can put it on paper,

tlon arfalf.n'ciu'S^'^rone' To be 3 cartoonist means to be a genius for ideas, new
subject. ideas every day, and these ideas must interest or amuse and

entertain the public.

If your ideas do not satisfy the public, you are a failure. In cartooning,

good ideas are more essential than good drawing.
If you have the ideas and insist upon becoming a cartoonist you will find

the Meyer Both Course will give you the very best foundation possible for

cartooning. After you have learned the principles of artistic draftsman-
ship, it is then up to you to apply them to cartoons yourself. No one will

think your cartoons for you.
The Commercial artist copies his characters for his drawing from

various sources, oftentimes from his collections of clippings of all sorts of

illustrations and designs, which he calls his "morgue." Sometimes he copies

his characters from photographs, sometimes from the object itself. Commer-
cial Art requires knowing how to assemble or put together and draw these

objects, taken from these various sources, to give the drawing the proper selling
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Notice the diversity of

appeal in these two il-

lustrations,—one a land-

scape subject, the other
distinctly commercial.
They were drawn by
Mr. Oscar Gilbert, a
Meyer Both trained ar-

tist. The organization
that trained Mr. Gilbert

now oHers you the same
resultful instruction.



There's plenty of pep and snap in the above illustrations,

isn't there? They represent the character of work the
student is able to do upon completion oi the color lesson.

The drawings at the top and bottom made by Mr.
Johnnie Whitcomb, the drawing in the middle by Miss
Gladys Hubbell, both Meyer Both students.



or advertising value. This is commercial composition, and requires an appli-

cation of certain definite rules, which govern good commercial composition.

Understanding these rules and how to apply them is wholly a matter of study
and development. This is one of the purposes of our course.

Just what objects you put into your drawing are suggested by your
customer, or by the commodity itself, which you are illustrating.

A very important, if not the most important point in comparing Cartoon-
ing with Commercial Art, is the demand, which means opportunity. You will

find that cartooning is almost wholly confined to magazines and newspapers,
yet magazines or newspapers are but a small part of the Commercial Art field.

Where there is a demand for one cartoonist, there is a demand for five hundred
commercial artists. One might be compelled to wait for years for an opening
as a cartoonist. We know of many who have splendid cartoon ability, who
are waiting patiently. Competition is very keen. The number of positions

is very limited.

On the other hand, there are many openings for commercial artists

right now. The position is waiting for you to qualify.

Commercial Art is a business necessity — an every day
commercial commodity. Every business, large and small,

must use it. It is the very heart of advertising.

We wish we could make you realize the many, many
commercial artists advertisers are compelled to use today,

who have never acquired the thorough foundation for the

profession, such as the Meyer Both Course will give to you.

Yet these artists are making good simply because the art-

ist practically trained in the fundamentals of Commercial
Art does not exist in suf^cient numbers to supply but a

small percent of the demand.

Please "get" the above paragraph, for it explains why
your services will be in demand, the minute you qualify.

The summing up of this comparison of Cartooning
with Commercial Art is as follows:

In entering the field of Cartooning you should:

1st. Like to draw.

2nd. Be sure you are a genius for cartoon ideas that

will interest or amuse and entertain the public.

3rd. Be willing to wait indefinitely for a position.

In entering the Commercial Art profession, you should:

1st. Like to draw

—

that is all.

YOUR
OPPORTUNITY

A magazine page
extensively used by
a well-known ad-
vertiser.

Why Meyer Both Quality of Commercial Art
is Not Taught in Resident Art Schools

We have told you, that in our estimation, practical Commercial Art is not
taught in resident Art Schools. (When we speak of a resident school, we refer
to a school where the students attend in person and receive oral instruction.)
This statement would be substantiated by art directors of commercial art



No doubt you have seen some of the original copies of the above as used by these widely known
advertisers. Note the variations of composition, treatment and characterization. How

to produce work like this is taught by the organization who actually produced it

—

the difference between theory and fact.
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You'll enjoy coming hack to a page like this—and analyzing the art work—after you have
progressed a few lessons in the Meyer Both Course. All the subjects on|

this page were in full color.
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Studios or engraving plants throughout the country. If you are acquainted
with an art director we would suggest that you get an expression of opinion
from him on this point, i ;

Large art schools are almost entirely confined to metropolitan centers.
As few people like to draw, in the smaller cities it is practically impossible to
secure enough students at a reasonable price for a course to support the ex-
pense, or to engage the services of high grade instructors. Commercial
artists of known ability are splendidly paid in the profession and must be
equally well paid for teaching. When an artist leaves the profession and goes
into a schoolroom to teach, he soon becomes comparatively a "back number."
Advertising progresses very rapidly. Illustrating is leading this progress.

Therefore, instruction from men who leave the profession lacks the necessary
advertising viewpoint.

After devoting over three and one-half
years to the active preparation of the course,

our instructors have, very thoroughly, care-

fully, and conscientiously, laid before our
students in definite and positive form, the
very best Commercial Art instructions ob-
tainable. With the exception of the criticisms

on drawings, we can give this instruction to

one hundred as easily as we can to one. We
are not confined to a limited local territory;

our field is unlimited. Thus, we are able to

support the heavy expense at a small cost to

the individual student.

We do not want you to misunderstand us.

There are a number of academies throughout
the country offering splendid training in Fine
Art. The fact of the matter is that many of

these schools frankly state that they do not
teach commercial art. The slogan of Fine Art
is ""Art for Art's Sake." The instructors in

these institutions are Fine Art trained. By
training, sentiment and environment their in-

terests lie along the line of Fine Art. Fine Art
has no regard whatever for reproducing and
selling values, and a student of Fine Art lacks

the practical and vital information of how to

use his training in a commercial sense.

In order to give the practical instruction necessary for success in the com-
mercial art profession, it is necessary that your instructors be in active touch with

the field, so as to constantly feel the pulse and needs of the advertising world.

A little reflection on your part will show you that whenever the need for a

new kind of training arises, it is necessary for private initiative and enterprise

to meet this demand. The same conditions today obtain in the commercial

art profession. A few illustrations will bear out this statement. Although
there had been an insistent demand for business training and other vocational

courses for a long time, it has only been within the last fifteen years that

educational systems have introduced these subjects into their courses of study.

Institutional Adxcttisin^
An e.xample of how the Meyer Both

organization handled this difficult phase
of advertising for a well-known firm.
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An illustration of much warmth and charm, yet distinctively com-
mercial in its appeal. Drawn by Mr. C. E. Jacoby, a Meyer Both
student who was placed into a position by our service department
before completion of the course, and who is today making rapid

strides in the profession.
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Less than three years ago, Mr. Pohlman decided to become a commercial artist, and enrolled for our course.
After two years of study, he was placed by our Ser\icc Department in a position as art director

for the Woodlawn Theatre Company and Trianon Ballroom, a million dollarj
pleasure palace. He now reports earning $150.00 per week and better.
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Leading Colleges and Universities Teach
By Correspondence

Some of the largest colleges and universities are teaching by correspond-

ence. The U. S. Government is conducting a reading course by correspond-

ence, indicating substantial appreciation and approval of the home study

method.

The University of Chicago says, "Experience has shown that many
subjects can be taught successfully by correspondence. Direction and correc-

tion can be given as effectively in writing as by word of mouth. Obviously
self-reliance, initiative, perseverance, accuracy and kindred qualities are

particularly encouraged and developed by this method of instruction."

The late President Harper of the University of Chicago said: "It is a safe

statement to make that the work done by correspondence is equal to the work
done in the class room, and I may go even farther and say that there is a

larger portion of high-grade work done by correspondence than in the class room."

Dr. Harper further says; "Class instruction requires a retentive memory,
and unless you have this, much of the matter is forgotten. In the correspond-

ence course, however, the manuscripts, after corrections and improvements
have been made, are returned to the student and become his or her property,

and may be referred to at leisure. One is thus enabled to study and restudy

diagrams, plates, demonstrations and explanations until they are firmly

imbedded in the mind. It is the best class of students who do the work by
correspondence. Students who come to the residence school after a year of

such work are better prepared than those who have taken their first work in

the class room. The correspondent student does all the work himself, and
the results stay by him. In the class room, with the teacher at his elbow,

explanations come easily and quickly, and often go as easily and quickly."

Dr. C. A. Murray of the University of Chicago, who has had much
experience in both correspondence and class room methods, said: "Those
who took a course by correspondence did three times as effective work, and gained
three times as much satisfaction as those who took it in the class room."

In the University of Chicago there are one hundred and eighteen instruc-

tors giving correspondence instruction in three hundred and forty-eight

courses. For the most part these instructors are the same professors you would
study under in the class room. The credits received in the correspondence in-

struction are in every way equal to the credits received in the class room.
The Chicago University is only one of a number of the leading universities

who are doing the same thing.

President Emeritus Charles W. Eliot of Harvard University, President
Nicholas Murray Butler of Columbia University and many other noted
educators have all endorsed the correspondence method.

We are giving you this evidence of the splendid success of correspondence
instruction for the benefit of the few who may think they cannot learn a
profession by home study method. If you are one who has held this opinion,
free your mind from the thought at once. There is no foundation for such
an idea. It will stand in the way of your progress and development.

OroORTUMITY



You'll find full page illustrations made by Meyer Both Artists in practically every issue of
the Saturday Evening Post. Above are reproductions of full page illustrations appearing
in recent issues of the Post, all produced by the Meyer Both Company. Grasp thoroughly the
meaning of studying under an organization which commands the confidence of such well
known advertisers? Meyer Both instruction gives you the same information that it so suc-
cessfully uses in its daily activities.
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The Jordan drawing reproduced by courtesy of Jordan Motor Car Company and Sweeney and James Advertising A
Packard drawmg reproduced by courtesy of the Packard Motor Car Company

ing reproduced by courtesy of Firestone Tire Company and Cntchfield and Company. Advertising Cou
arnion drawing reproduced by courtesy of Nordyke and Marmon Company and Lord and Thomas
Johnston drawing reproduced by courtesy of Johnston Candy Company and Lord and Thomas,

rtesy of Morris and Company and WHUams and Cunningha
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Morris drawing reproduced'bv , _ ...„„.„ „...^„..^ „..„ ,..,..„..„„.,„ ^„,..,.„b,.„„.Portland Cement drawing reproduced by courtesy of Potts-Turnbull and Portland Cement Company
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The Advantages of Our Home Study Method
for Practical Art Training

In our home study instruction we have printed lesson texts illustrated
by large charts in which we place before our students in a very clear, definite
and positive form, the very best Commercial Art instruction obtainable.

For the most part questions are unnecessary, as our instruction is suffi-

cient, but you are privileged to ask any and all questions necessary. Because
of our many years of experience in developing artists in our own studios, prior
to the origin of our College, we are in position to know just what difficulties

a student will have and just what questions are likely to arise. Our instruc-
tion matter anticipates these "rough spots" by answering such questions in
advance. Your answers come to you in typewritten letters and your questions
are answered over and over again, as many times as you choose to read these
letters. In this way you fully assimilate every bit of instruction. You have
these letters covering the hard points, together with all the printed lesson
texts and charts, to file away for future reference.

In other words, what is it worth to you to have all the data of your
instruction down in black and white for thorough mastering and future
reference ?

Can you see, now, that we are covering the ground much more thoroughly
in very much less time by home study instruction?

Here is another very important reason why home study method is prefer-

able. The "better" artists are those who have developed a strong individuality
in their style and technique. Art is largely a matter of feeling. A display
of this feeling puts personality into the work. It develops individuality in

style and technique.

When studying in a resident Art School, there is a tendency to copy your
instructor. He takes the pen or brush out of your hand and shows you how
to execute his style and technique. This is just what you should avoid. If

you are to succeed in a large way you must develop your own individuality.

Put yourself into your work. Take the movies, for example. Charles
Chaplin, Mary Pickford, and Douglas Fairbanks are leading stars. Why?
Did they try to act like someone else? NO! They put their personality
into their work. They developed their own style entirely. Anyone who tries

to copy another's personality will always fall short. Don't be an imitator.

You cannot be anyone but yourself. When we see the work of Leyendecker,
or Both, or similarly well known artists, we recognize the artist at once by
the individuality of the work.

The easiest, quickest and best way to develop this individuality, is to

work separately from the start. We teach you the right methods to use and
what to avoid. You work out the corrections on your own drawings with our
careful criticisms and suggestions. The point is; You do it yourself, using

your own style and technique. You set your own brain and hands working.
You develop yourself.

It is so much easier to be yourself than to try to be someone else. Your
development is much more rapid, and your success that much more individual.



The Advantages of a Thorough Working

Knowledge of All Branches

It is hardly to be expected that an artist will become equally proficient

in all branches of the profession. Every artist finds himself best adapted to

some branch in which he specializes and develops as an expert.

The field is so large and the demand so great in all branches, that one

can specialize and be kept very busy in just one branch of the profession.

Therefore, in order to realize the greatest possible income for yourself and

to serve the advertiser with 100 per cent of your efficiency, it is advisable to

specialize.

By the time you have finished the course, you
have, through our help, discovered your particular

field. It is impossible for either you or us to know
this at the start. You may think you want to be a

designer or a fashion artist, but when you get into

mechanical illustrating or general illustrating, you
may find yourself better fitted for one of these

branches.

So the first and most im|3ortant reason why you
should have a working knowledge of all branches, is to

find yourself by locating the particular branch you
are best suited to handle.

No doubt it is of interest to you to know that

efficiency in any one branch of the profession is

sufficient to net you an excellent income. You will

appreciate the advantage of being guided by an
organization as widely experienced as the Meyer
Both Company.

We wish to call your attention to some of the

handicaps in realizing the best possible results, when
you specialize in any one branch without having a

working knowledge of all branches.

For example: an artist may be working by
himself in his own studio. Suppose he has special-

ized in fashion illustrating, and a customer gives him
an order for a fashion catalogue. The job would
involve book and catalogue construction, designing,

fashion illustrating, lettering, etc.

The main feature of the job is fashion illustration, his specialty; but with

a working knowledge of all branches he can handle, in a fairly creditable

manner, the whole job and receive all the profits. Otherwise, he would have
to divide his profits with other artists.

An artist working on a salary, though he may have specialized as a

fashion artist, is more valuable to his firm if he has a working knowledge of

the other branches, and can help out in designing, lettering, etc., in a pinch.

His salary is in proportion to his ability to produce results.

The final summing up is this : you can succeed in a large way specializing

in any one branch, provided you are sure you are best adapted to that par-

YOUR
oppor'tuinity

mi

Many of the best studios in America
submitted drawings for this ad. Two of them
were accepted. The above drawing by the

Meyer Both Organization was one of the two
selected. This ad appeared in all prominent

publications.

As Used by the U. S. Government
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ticular branch, though you do not have a knowledge of the other branches.
But you can succeed in a much larger way specializing in some one

branch to which you are sure you are adapted, if you have a practical working
knowledge of all branches.

We trust we have made plain to you the purpose of the Meyer Both
Company, in developing the artists" general ability, as well as their special

talent.

Materials and Supplies
In addition to the books composing the instruction texts, together with the 45

illustrated working supplements and special assignments as your work progresses,

you are given, without charge, a commercial artists' complete drawing outfit. This
includes a set of instruments, transparent triangle, India ink, lamp black,

Chinese white, drawing pens, pencils, crayons, drawing board, mixing slab,

T square, thumb tacks, erasers and a generous quantity of paper. All of this

material has been carefully selected from the best source of supply as approved
by the expensive experience of our own Art Department. Elsewhere equally

dependable material would cost the student quite a sum additional to his tuition—
plus the hazard of inexperienced selection.
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How three of the largest cluthin.u iii.inul.iLtiircr, used

Meyer Both Service on the poster and painted bulletin

boards the same season. Typical of the broad national

contact you are afforded in the Meyer Both College.

Work For Yourself, If You Wish
The question is frequently raised, "Do you consider it advisable for me

to work in a studio or to work for myself?" This is a question to which no general

answer can be given, being dependent upon individual circumstances. The
Meyer Both course does train you to plan your own work. Many prefer to

work in studios because of the benefit derived from association with others

and the breadth of viewpoint resulting from contact with successful artists.

By working in a large organization one is more apt to secure an opportunity

to do art work for large national advertisers.

Ladies often prefer to work in their own studio, right in their home.

They may secure one firm as a customer, who is a big advertiser. They study

this firm's commodity and their needs in advertising. In this way they

give expert service and are kept very busy with only one customer.

To interest such a customer in you is not primarily a matter of salesman-

ship. It is a matter of being able to make a drawing with proper selling and

reproducing values for the advertising of their particular commodity.

Here is a concrete example of an artist starting in business for himself.

A certain young man served apprenticeship to learn the profession, then

continued for several years as an artist on a salary. He later started a studio

40



This illustration prepared by Mr. Fred Cole, trained by Meyer Both methods, shows how
a still-!ife subject may be attractively and effectively displayed.
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of his own at home without making any great investment. Today he occupies

a studio in one of the finest office buildings in a large city and has eight artists,

all trained through the Meyer Both course, working for him. This case is

one of many that we might mention, if space permitted.

When Diploma Is Issued. What
Diploma Stands For

("TOUR
OroORTUISITY

After the full course is completed you are given a final test

consisting of practical problems covering theentirefieldof study.

The manner in which these problems are presented is just as a

customer would come into a studio and leave a job of work
to be done. In this way we test your ability to handle

practical drawings in the different branches of the profession

independently. Our examination differs from that of most
schools. In most cases, it is a finality—the student passes or

fails. With us, it is not. If in this final test we find you are

weak in any subject, we take you back for an additional

training. Every student is brought up to a certain definite

standard before a diploma is issued.

The enviable reputation of the Meyer Both Com-
pany is back of the Instruction Department, and the Meyer
Both Co. will recommend students to positions on com-
pletion of the course. The only way we can protect our
reputation is to graduate thoroughly competent artists.

Your course of training has taken the place of a full appren-
ticeship training, and under no condition will we recommend
you to a position on an apprentice salary.

Our Service to Students and Graduates

ANew Idea in Boys'Cloihes

Lytton Jr. (Izr,) Suits

This is a miniature reproduction
of a lull newspaper page used in

connection with a newspaper series

street car cards, bill-boards and
direct advertising to attain a most
successful campaign on boy's cloth-
ing, completely planned and exe-
cuted by the Meyer Both organiza-

In connection with the School, we maintain a Service Department that
is a Service Department in fact as well as in name. Because of the inter-

national reputation of the Meyer Both Company as a Commercial Art
Organization, our Service Department receives numerous requests from
Commercial Art Studios, Advertising Agencies and Engraving Plants for

competent artists. To get down to specific instances we will quote a few
extracts from letters:

"We have an opening at present for an experienced pen and ink
artist for newspaper designing, and if you have anyone in mind either in

your studios or any of your students, please have them get in touch with
us immediately and rush samples of their pen and ink work only. This
position requires a commercial artist who can execute professional designs
with a technique suitable for newspaper reproduction, but it is also neces-
sary that he be a good letter man also. In order to give you an idea of
the class of work we handle I am enclosing several samples for your
information.
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Mr. Earl Cuthbertson, who had never previously studied art, after spending tw.

director of the National Advertising Service. The above reproduction of illustrat

Both training accomplished for Mr. Cuthbertson. more \ividly t
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A series of institutional advertisements prepared complete in the Meyer Both organization
—idea to finished product—and resultfuily used by these great institutions.
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"Trusting you will give this matter your immediate and prompt
attention as I am very anxious to get this vacancy filled at once, I remain."

Hahn Rodenburg Co.

This concern was so well pleased with our service that they subsequently
wrote us for additional artists.

"Can you recommend at least three M. B. St. Louis graduates or
advanced students, male or female, capable of handling Rotogravure
layout work? Please write or wire our expense today." World Color
Printing Co.
A great many of our students find positions on their own initiative.

There is more truth than fiction to the statement that a Meyer Both diploma
is the best recommendation that a student could possibly have. The follow-

ing extract from a letter is one of many of this kind now on file in our office.

"I am one of your students and am now located with Griffin and
Ludeneaw in the Isabella Bldg., 21 E. Van Buren St., and have been
since the latter part of March.

"I started out doing real stuff mostly lettering and have been working
practically every night and a good many Sundays."

Winsor Anderson, Chicago.

Our Service Department, to the best of our knowledge, is the only one
that maintains an appropriation fund for publicity purposes. In order to

keep constantly before art directors of Commercial Art Studios, Advertising

Agencies and Engraving Plants, we adver-

tise nationally the fact that we furnish com-
petent and practically trained artists. In

our twenty-three years of contact with the

advertising world we have found that "it

pays to advertise."

A great many of our students begin to

sell work before the completion of the

course. Any drawings you are making to

sell you may send to us for criticisms. We
consider it a part of our training to help you
prepare these drawings for any customers
you may secure, and the same careful

criticisms and suggestions are given to you
on these drawings as in your regular lessons.

Then you are sure your work possesses the proper selling and reproduction

values. This means satisfied customers and more work for you.

We invite investigation on this subject, as we know it will show that the

cooperation given student and graduate by our Service Department is not

only unsurpassed but unequalled.

Our Guarantee
The very best guarantee we could offer you is the international reputation

of the Meyer Both Company, resulting from many years of successful expe-

rience in serving thousands of discriminating advertisers. If you are not

already familiar with the activities of our organisation or our standing, the

advertising manager of the leading newspaper in your locality can tell you
about the Meyer Both Company. For the benefit of the extremely skeptical,

Another 24 sheet pester, which

produced results on the boards.



or for the person who at some time may have taken a course which did not
measure up to expectations, we offer the following guarantee

:

'"The Meyer Eoth Company guarantees to refund the full

amount of tuition to any student who is not wholly satisfied with
the results of his or her study, provided written application for

refund is made within two weeks from the date the student shall have
completed the course in accordance with the rules governing the Col-

lege Department. This guaranty is backed by the entire resources

of the Meyer Both Company."
Meyer Eoth Company.

Usual Questions and Answers
Question: How long does it take to complete this course?

Answer: A student of the Meyer Both College is given two years in

which to complete the course, with a reasonable extension of time when neces-

sary. The great majority of our students have only their spare time to devote
to the study of the course. Please note that our scholarship application covers

this point, and that your term of instruction does not terminate in ten or

twelve months. Before enrolling in any school please give this important
matter careful consideration.

Question: Will an average of one hour a day give results^

Ansiver: Yes, one hour of study a day will produce results. While your
progress will naturally not be as rapid as if you could devote two hours a day
to study, the results will be satisfactory. Though you spend only one hour
a day actually working on the course, you will spend much more time learning

as you go about your business each day. You see commercial art everywhere you
go,-—on the street cars, the bill-boards, along the streets, in the store windows,
labels, bottle and package goods on the store shelves, in the newspapers and
magazines. You cannot avoid it. Almost unconsciously you are continually

associating these drawings with your instruction. You criticize and think of

how you could have improved upon what you see when the drawing is at fault,

and many you see are deserving of criticism. Many suggestions will come to

you from the good work you see.

Question: In event of illness or loss of position, can I make special

provision for extension of payments ?

Ansiver: We will protect you as our student in every way possible. In

event of illness or loss of position, the Credit Department will make special

arrangements to meet the existing condition. We wish to be absolutely fair

with you in every way. The only thing we ask is that you notify us at once,

so that proper arrangements can be made for taking care of your case.

Question: What other expenses must a student consider?

Answer: None except the postage charges in sending drawings or material

to and from the College. This is a very minor item extending over one to

two years—depending upon how rapidly you work— and is therefore

negligible in any case.

Question: When is the most favorable season of the year for studying
this course?

Answer: We have heard innumerable arguments in favor of and against

all seasons. The fact is, the person who tries to figure out that some other

SYOUR
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season is better than right now, is trying to find a reason for procrastinating,

that will soothe his conscience. The person who procrastinates becomes his

own worst enemy. What would you think of a commercial artist who would
tell his customer that he must have his work done in the Winter, that Summer
is not a favorable time for him to work?

Question: Will the Meyer Both College allow me any credits on training

received elsewhere?

Answer: No, we cannot do this. The Meyer Both College training is

based on our own broad experience, the success of which has been thoroughly
demonstrated in the high grade commercial artists which we have been de-
veloping for the past twenty-three years. We can give you a Meyer Both
College diploma only on credits received from Meyer Both College instruc-

tions. If your previous training possesses any value, it will enable you to

assimilate our instructions more readily.

General Survey of the Course
In making Commercial drawings, there are three essentials.

First, the Idea.—In developing the idea, the artist receives very valuable
suggestions from his customer. The commodity to be advertised will be of

further assistance. Where the drawing is to appear and under what condi-

tions it is to be observed, furnishes additional suggestions.

By applying certain fundamental advertising principles to these sugges-

tions a very forceful idea can be developed.

The ability to formulate ideas is born with everyone, but it must be
practically developed, and that is the purpose of this course.

Second, the Composition.—^After the idea is developed, the artist must
decide the most favorable arrangement of the objects which are to compose
the drawing, and arrange the spotting in a way that would create a pleasing

and harmonious effect. This we call composition.

Third, the Drawing.—The artist must know how to execute the drawing
by obtaining accurate proportions, applying proper tones to light and shade,

and how to handle the mediums in such a manner, that the drawing can be
reproduced most effectively.

The order in which we have named the above essentials, is the order in

which you would apply them in making a Commercial Art drawing, but in

developing your ability to apply these three essentials, it is necessary to

reverse the order.

First: we must learn to draw correctly. Second: we must understand
the principles of good composition, as applied to illustrating commercial
commodities. Third: we learn how to formulate selling ideas.

Constructive Drawing
Teaches proportions and shading, and fully explains the "blocking in"

method, which is accepted as the quickest, easiest and most accurate method
of drawing in true proportions. In "blocking in" all surfaces are reduced to

flat planes, bounded by straight lines, drawn rapidly by eye measurement,
showing height and breadth only. After accurate proportions of all planes

are secured, the third dimension, depth, is developed by means of shading.
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At the age of 18. Clarence S. Heizer, who had never previously attended an art school, decided to enroll for the Meyer Both
Course. In less than three years' time, as a result of his training, he was appointed staff artist on the Los Angeles Examiner,

one of the leading newspapers on the Pacific Coast. We wish it were possible for you to see the original of the above drawing.

It is a four-color job.
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The illustrations at the top and lower
right hand corner of the page were drawn
by Mr. J. H. Barnuni, the one at the left by
Mr. Walter Ohlson. Both of these artists

were developed by the Meyer Both organi-

zation. What is the opportunity worth to

you,— the privilege of receiving "first

hand" from a dominant art organization

the same instruction which in a few years

developed these men into commercial
artists of the first rank?



All instructions are illustrated with very interesting, but very simple and
easily understood charts.

This section is the foundation for every drawing. The artist must fully

understand how to apply this instruction, if he is to .succeed.

"/ ivish to thank you for the prompt and safe arrival of Section One, etc.,

of my lessens. Although I have been drawing and painting in water colors

since childhood, I have never had any instructor. I have learned more of the

principles of drawing, and light and shade, in three hours' study of Section

One, than in all the time I have been trying to teach myself."

Carl M.wflower, Los Angeles, Calif.

Technique Development
hn this section you will apply what you have learned in Constructive

Drawing. In each following section you will apply what you have learned

in all the preceding sections. You will find the entire course constructively

arranged f nd accumulatively instructive, developing your ability step by step.

This section fully explains how to draw the different tones in light, in

shadow, and in reflected light, carefully and thoroughly illustrating the in-

struction with simple, understandable drawings.

This section also teaches how to handle black and white mediums—pen
and ink, crayon, opaque, and transparent wash—a knowledge of which will

develop individual technique in these different mediums.
You will begin with a number of simple subjects to draw for the purpose of

developing your technique.

"When I received your letter

covering Lesson No. 2, I was cer-

tainly more than pleased to find

that you thought I had earned so

high a mark as 'Excellent.' I want
to thank you for the mark and for

your kind approval.

If there was any real merit

in my work, it was entirely due to

your criticism and the course it-

self, as I had never done any brush,

open pen work, or crayon pencil

work before I took up your course.

The work didn't come easily to me
at all, but it ivas in the instruction

book and charts, so I dug in and
tried hard."

J. K. Haun,
Los Angeles, Calif.

Reproduction Processes
Throughout the entire course the student is taught how to draw for

reproduction, along with other instructions.

This section explains very carefully and clearly each step in the various
mechancial processes used in reproducing drawings. This instruction gives

OPPORTllINITY



MARSHALL FIELD & COMPANY
Washington Steet THE STORE FOR^ MEN MbashcAvenue

7/?^Autumn Exposition —Emphasizing the Significance of Coned Design inMnsapparel

SUITS
THEdisuneuishcJ jppcatanceol

Marshall FidJ B ampany Sum tesis

noi o„l, on corrcc, d„,(;n. bui toh more
on ihe qualii, ol iht maienaU

OVERCOATS

TPHEra
DRESSING GOWNS

THE first demand of primitive man in the design of his crude cov-
erings was utility. He wiinted toughness to protect him from thorns

and briers, and warmth to fend off winter's chill. It was only when
progress in the art of supplying his grosser needs left him leisure, that

the instinct for self-adomment found room for expression.

Sometimes in the long course of civilization this desire for adonv
ment has led to extravagant extremes, as in the days of Elizabeth,
when sumptuary laws were necessary to curb the craving for display,
but the tendency has been steadily toward simplicity, and appropri-
ateness is now the criterion rather than vain show.

In its Autumn Exposition the Store for Men reveals in striking
fashion how happily the demands of utility and the instinct for adorn-
ment are harmonized in men's apparel and accessories of unexception^
able correctness.

SPORTS CLOTHES

An example of an unusually well balanced newspaper page. Border and illustration

were made by artists of the Meyer Both organization.



Reproductions from a series of very unusual newspaper

restaurant advertisements, and a series of special news-

paper advertisements used by Marshall Field & Co., for

their "Store for Men."

Below are a few reproductions of bank advertising

illustrations made for the second largest banking

institution in the United States—The Continental

and Commercial Banks of Chicago. ^[^
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the student a very clear conception of the reasons "why"" for all the preceding
instruction on drawing for reproduction, treating both black and white, and
color processes.

The artist has nothing to do with making plates, but if he knows just how
they are made, he is able to make his drawings to fit the requirement of the
process. Drawings made by such an artist, can be reproduced at the lowest
possible cost and most effecti\-ely. His work is much sought.

"This section was certainly a revelation to me. It explains in a simple under-
standable way the various processes of reproduction—a subject that has always been

a puzzle to me, and about which no one was ever able to give me any definite

information." M. Titus, Rogers Park, 111.

Head and Figure
Head and Figure in Commercial Illustration. This section goes into the

matter of artistic anatomy very fully and thoroughly, explaining working
methods used by the master commercial artists for cjuick and effective results

in head and figure drawing.

Successful commercial artists ha\'e a great number of so-called "tricks

of the trade," unknown to the art world with the exception of master commer-
cial illustrators and designers.

In this section on Head and Figure, we will reveal those anatomical points

and facts, which are the basis of all good constructive drawing, as practiced

by the best men in the profession.

This instruction on drawing head and figure is so simple and so resultful

that those who think this phase of the subject beyond them, will soon find

themselves developing into good head and figure artists.

Not to our knowledge, has this method of head and figure drawing ever

before been offered in any course of instruction.

Beginners, applying this instruction, produce results which surprise

artists of the "old school." Commercial application of head and figure in

general illustrating is very thoroughly covered in this section.

"/ certainly appreciate the instruction contained in the text of the eighth

lesson and have already gained a greater knowledge of the construction of the head
and features than I did in six months' life study." \V. J. Higgens, Chicago, III.

Fashion Illustration

In this section we teach how to commercially illustrate mens, women's
and children's fashions. Fashion drawing is largely a matter of draping the

human figure, bringing out textures, and draperies of clothing.

This instruction naturally follows figure drawing to give the course a

constructive arrangement of the subjects taught. The Meyer Both Company
undoubtedly has produced more high grade fashion illustrations than any
other studio in America. For this reason the Meyer Both College is wonder-
fully equipped to give high grade instruction in this subject. The instructor

has for years ranked as one of the foremost fashion artists in the world.

In this section we are teaching fashion illustrating as applied to catalogs,

newspapers, magazines, window cards, posters, booklet advertising, etc.

This is one of the most important branches of Commercial Art. Fashion
artists are splendidly paid for their services.



Our instructions and illustrations are strictly up to date, and are kept so

by revising the illustrative portion of sections from time to time. You can

judge for yourself what the quality of our fashion instruction will be by the

fashion drawings you find in this book.

"7 have reached a stage in the course where I am in position to appreciate

the character of instruction that I have been receiving from the College, to fit me
for a position that I will not regret for the rest of my life. It is almost two years

ago that I enrolled as a student in your College as a commercial artist. The
only thing I regret is that I did not enroll sooner, at the time I took a course in

mechanical drafting five years ago.'^ Edwin R. Wessling, Chicago, 111.

fYOUR
OPPORTUNITY

Perspective

The study of Perspective

is of the utmost importance in

the art of drawing objects as

they actually appear. There

are certain mechanical prin-

ciples that must be followed in

order to produce truth in draw-

ing and our section on Perspect-

ive gives you these principles in

a nutshell. Whether your draw-

ing is of a mechanical subject or

of a so-called "artistic" nature

the principles are identical and
apply equally to the drawing of

a human figure, or a landscape

as well as to that of a building

or a piece of machinery. The
lack of this knowledge is the

reason why so many drawings
are deficient in truthfulness of

representation and when per-

spective principles are not fol-

lowed, the defectis not only ap-

parent to professionals but
equally so to the laymen. The
rules of perspective should be
observed at all times and not re-

served for special cases.

"/ have studied perspective

before but I never really under-

stood it until I studied your
course.

Maurice B. Nugent.

STYLEPLUS CLOTHES
*25 *3G »35 HO

No doubt you have seen some of the above—or many similar
used by this famous clothing firm in the dealers' windows, in

newspapers, or the Saturday Evening Post and other national
mediums. It has been the privilege of the Meyer Both organiza-
tion to produce the commercial art requirements for this cam-
paign consecutively for many years, including the complete
production of window cards, booklets, posters, etc., as well.

In the Meyer Both College your instructions are not based
upon speculative example—but upon mosl modern successful

practice.



Men's Fashions—you study under the organization that has dominated this field for two

decades—the Meyer Both Company gives you the benefit of this experience.

If you live in a town of 15,000 or more population, ask your local

clothier about the Meyer Both Co.



Sfor^his hrilliant social season at-e delightfullij

%

^/iginal 'Modes for Svening Occasions

Women's Fashions—what would the Women's Wear field do without them? The opportunities for

variation in treatment, technique, composition, color, style, etc., are as limitless

as the ever-changing garment styles. And "as usual" you
will find the subject amply covered in the

Meyer Both Course.
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Retouching
Commercial Photo Retouching.—^This section contains very interesting

instruction, teaching how to work over photographs with brush and pen,
giving them the appearance of original drawings and bringing out all the desirable
qualities and textures necessary to give the illustration an advertising value.

Commercial photo retouching is a profession by itself. Much of the me-
chanical illustrating in magazines and newspapers consists of retouched photo-
graphs. The majority of the illustrations in high grade catalogs of mechanical
commodities are retouched photographs. Thus, you will understand there is

a very great demand for retouchers, and they are well paid for their services.

It is not necessary to be a free hand artist to develop as a first class com-
mercial photo retoucher. Proportions and outlines are all given to the artist
in the original photograph. It is then only a matter of applying proper tones
for beauty and emphasis. Many students will specialize as photo retouchers.
To those who might hesitate taking this course because of doubting their ability
to develop as a free hand artist, here is your "haven"

;
you may be sure with

proper application you can develop as a first class commercial photo retoucher.

"/ must openly admit that the space of the course which I have covered so
far has astonished me. I never dreamed of meeting with such a knowledge of
drawing as you have sent me in my past three lessons and must say things which
used to look so terribly difficult for me to accomplish, reveal themselves to me
through perseverance and 'go and get it'." Elmer G. Buse, Buffalo, N. Y.

Composition
Composition is a subject that has always been surrounded by much

mystery and has generally been explained in a very uncertain and indefinite

manner. Our instruction removes all this mystery and shows by infallible

rules the methods whereby pictorial and other artistic arrangements are made
pleasing and satisfying to our visual senses. By studying these methods it is

a comparatively easy matter to see why art masterpieces throughout the ages
have been so pleasing in their arrangement and also to see how possible it is

for the student of art to produce compositions equally agreeable. So-called

"feeling" in art is practically reduced to a simple matter of mathematics so
that instead of being regarded as a mystic matter of individual talent it merely
becomes a matter of following clear and intelligible formula—with wide op-
portunity for individual application.

It is due to the tireless investigation and analysis on the part of those
selected for the task that it is possible to clear away all mystery and present
such reliable and simple rules of composition, beneficial alike to the profes-

sional artist and the ambitious student. When it is considered that volumes
have been written on this interesting subject but have generally failed to

satisfy the enquirer, it is remarkable that such a condensation of facts and
principles could be crystallized so compactly and understandably. These
valuable principles are contained in no other course of art instruction and
should receive broad-minded consideration.

"1 he lesson on Composition, I think is the most wonderful thing ever printed.

I have found it intensely interesting and indeed more helpful. 1 have never re-

gretted taking up this course and I often think what a change it might have made
from the first inquiry I made to you." L O. Gauger, Wheaton, 111.



Lettering
Letters in Commercial Illustration. The instruction on this subject is

made very interesting by giving a very clear, understandable history of various

letter forms in use today, beginning with letters that came into use in

early Roman history, letters that developed during the Dark Ages, as well

as letters coming into use to meet present day requirements. Explanation

is made as to how our modern letters are variations of letters originating in the

different historic periods.

It is necessary to know the origin and standard characteristics of these

various letter forms, in order to maintain their identity and to keep the letters

easy to read and pleasing to the eye when the artist varies them for expression

of personality.

Good letter artists are in great demand and are well paid. Artists

specializing in lettering usually specialize in design also.

"/ have learned to know your institution, your methods of teaching, and

this is how I feel towards you:—(if my course ended at my present section, I

would feel I had received my money s worth). I have taken other courses equally

expensive, so I know." Erh.^rd S. Mueller, Chicago, 111.

Design
Commercial Application of Historic Ornament. This section teaches the

history of ornaments in common use today, explaining their origin as Egyptian,

Grecian, Roman, Gothic, etc., and teaching their proper

application to commerical drawings. If the artist does

not know the origin and meaning of an ornament, he does

not know when it is fittingly applied. This is an extremely

interesting subject. The knowledge of ornament makes
us much more appreciative of decorations with which we
come in contact from day to day. We find them on build-

ings, inside and outside, on furniture, on bookcovers, in

books and magazines, on rugs and draperies, and other in-

numerable places.

Knowledge of historic ornaments and their proper

application, is a part of the education of cultured people,

but to the commercial artist, this knowledge is a profes-

sional necessity.

"By the time I finished my design lesson I had more
than paid for the course by doing art work."

Geo. Rettig, Cleveland, Ohio.

Merchandise Illustration

Commodities in Commercial Illustrations. This
section teaches how commodities are properly illustrated

for advertising in street cars, magazines, newspapers,

letterheads; labels on cans, bottles, and package goods;
window posters, board posters, etc., etc. This section explains clearly how
various commodities are best illustrated to be appreciated at a distance, and
under the various conditions under which they are to be observed, how to

give the illustration full selling value and reproducing value.

In conjunction with this section, is a very valuable and very exceptional

OPPORTUNITY
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Two booklet covers as used
by a well-known manufac-
turer of ladies' cloaks, coats

and suits.
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comment ''What puts the Wallop in commercial illustrations." We desire to
fully impress upon you the meaning and value of this supplement. The work
of ordinary commercial artists lacks this "wallop." Many commercial artists

aspiring for greater success are today groping in the dark for "that some-
thing," which will give to their drawings a "selling punch." This instruction
comes from a man who has made a life study of the subject, who is one of the
Meyer Both organization, serving some of the greatest commercial organiza-
tions in the United States and Canada in putting the "wallop" into their

advertising.

"The lesson I am working on at present is a dandy and you are to be

congratulated upon same. It certainly is keen stuff. I never knew of a course

before that brought out the modern advertising punch as this one does."

Rex Smith, Lawrenceville, 111.

Color
Here we teach the principles governing color combinations, and the appli-

cation of color to commercial drawings for economical reproduction. In this

instruction we give you a mechanical process for solving color harmony, which
is scientifically correct, and so simple that a child can select harmonious color

combinations. In other words, your harmonies are already solved for you;
chance for error is eliminated.

Your instructor in this section is a man recognized and accepted as the
best authority on color in America. He has studied in the great galleries of
Europe, doing research work, not under instructors, but independently, as it

would be difficult to find anyone who has gone far enough into the study of

color to be able to instruct him. In fact, the last thirty years of his life have
been given up to scientific research, color being his specialty. We are indeed
fortunate to be able to offer you this instruction, which also is exclusive with
the Meyer Both College.

"Indeed it was an opportunity to be a student of your school, after having

the sad experience with / have noticed during my studies from
my first section up to and including the present one, how thoro and systematic

your instructions are compared to other schools."

C. E. Hawkinson, Chicago, 111.

Booklet Construction

This section covers instruction pertaining to making up booklets and
catalogs, etc., for advertising.

If you are planning a booklet or catalog, you must know what kind of

cover would be appropriate for that particular publication; what kind of

paper to use; how to decorate the pages, and group the contents; how wide
your margin should be to beautify the pages; what size and proportions are

most attractive, etc., etc.

"Your text material in this section, is filled with practical information. I

have found this section not only instructive, but interesting. 'It is simply in-

comparable'
."

W. E. Tate, Chicago, 111.
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The aho\e series of illustrations were produced and marketed by Los

Angeles students. We wish vou could see the originals—many were in color

-Ml of these students are now actively engaged in the profession. Meyer Both

successes are legion. Our files contain hundreds of letters from successful

students.



Read These Twelve Reasons Why We Can
Best Teach You to Be a Skilled

Commercial Artist

1 Because Meyer Both Company is the largest Commercial Art organiza-

tion in the World—producing and selling fifteen thousand drawings per

year. They dominate their field.

2—Because Meyer Both productions of commercial art are recognized and

used by thousands of manufacturers, merchants and newspapers all over

the United States and Canada. And the Meyer Both method of training

has been developed by this unequalled producing experience.

3—Because the Meyer Both Company conducts the only Commercial Art

School that is actually a part of and interwoven with a great commercial

art organization. A student works from the real requirements and funda-

mentals instead of upon theory.

4—Because the Meyer Both Company maintains a Service Department^—to

assist your placement on completion of the course—and because the

Meyer Both Company advertises and promotes contact for its graduates

in the commercial art field.

5—Because our scholarship application pemiits you at least two years'

time in which to finish the course instead of only ten or twelve months'

instruction.

6—Because the College is conducted under the Meyer Both name directly as

part of the Meyer Both Company—and its method based upon twenty-

three years' successful experience.

7—Because in the Meyer Both Course you are given individual criticism and
instruction. Each student is recognized as an individuality and ex-

perienced, successful commercial artists are his teachers. No "routine

form" typist criticism here.

8—Because the Meyer Both Home Study method makes it possible for

you to progress as rapidly as your individual talent permits. No chance

to fall behind or be held back by "class" instruction.

9—Because the Meyer Both Company gives you in the elaborate preparation

of its course—in the thoroughness with which each branch of the subject

is covered and in the character of its constructive criticism—the utmost
dollar for dollar value.

10—Because the Meyer Both Company is so widely known in commercial art

channels—and among buyers of commercial art—your Meyer Both
training is a distinct asset.

1
1—Because here we give you a guarantee which is plain and to the point.

No subterfuge here.

12—Because the Meyer Both Department of Art Instruction has already won
recognition as the "different " and practical—and preferred Commercial
Art School.

OPPORTUMITY
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YOU MUST
DECIDE.

"Your Opportunity" lies before you. What you will do with it is for you to

decide. It is for you to say whether you will cast it aside as an idle dream,

or whether you will convert your ambition into a reality! It is for you to say

whether you will continue merely to "think it over," or reap the rich rewards

in store for you.

Analyze your working day; count your spare moments. Then consider

they comprise your most valuable time, because they belong to you. It is for

you to decide whether you will waste these moments of opportunity or invest

them in self-development. It is for you to determine whether you will shirk

the responsibilities of tomorrow to gratify the fleeting pleasures of today,

whether you will sacrifice future competence and succes to satisfy the whims

of the hour. You will have to decide whether you will mark time on the

treadmill of mediocrity or climb the heights of success ; whether at sixty you

will belong to the multitude who murmur, "If I only had," or to the few who
can say, "I am glad I did ;" whether your friends of today in two or more years

will say, "There goes— . He's an artist now. Do you remember when

he was— ?"

"^ r This is the day of the man or woman who acts! The application blank

lies before you. Fill it out and mail it now, for Tomorrow, Today will be Yes-

terday.
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